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I view artists’ publishing as one way of producing
artwork in multiples as opposed to the general idea of
(commercial) publishing, whereas artists’ books can be
one-off artworks or artwork in multiples.

Interview with Kyoko Tachibana, Sohon Studio,
Sapporo, Japan
Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden interviewed Kyoko
Tachibana by email over June – July, 2009

Can you tell us something about artists making books in Japan, are
there many? Do you have any societies? We remember you mentioned
in previous discussions that there were no special artists book fairs,
but are there many exhibitions?

Were you aware that you were making artists’ books when you
started to make them?

I haven’t done a survey, so I can only speak from personal
experience, but I think that there are a fair number of
people who make books though not necessarily books
that are strictly produced in the manner of artists’
books. One thing that’s almost certain is that there is
hardly any community, society or academic institution
to initiate communication of the subject amongst artists,
academics or the public. This has much to do with the
Japanese educational system and government policies.
It’s also difficult to address the problems or the reasons,
as the interpretation and idea of books made by artists
is, in a traditional context, different from the west. The
traditional artists’ books here are researched separately
with a historical, social and cultural context specific to
Japan, and contemporary artists’ books are researched in
the context of mainly European thought.

Yes. I started making books when I went onto MA in
Book Arts at Camberwell College of Arts, London.
Having done a degree in publishing, which, as a subject,
seems to be business-orientated and centralised by the
industry, it made me want to further explore the book
form and its possibilities, and what kind of books I would
like to associate with. Having said that, I must note that
there are also publishers that are very much aware of
the form and its relationship to the content or concept,
and manage to sustain (or are struggling to sustain)
themselves financially and be recognised by the industry.
I also had an opportunity to do an internship with a
publisher who publishes books with artists, which also
inspired me a great deal.

We feel that the content and context of any artist’s book is
paramount, we are not so interested in categorising books into
separate formats, but do you feel there are things that can or cannot
be artists’ books, or should or should not be?

Urawa Museum of Art is probably the only major
museum with a collection that specialises in 20th & 21st
century artists’ books/ book arts, and regularly holds
exhibitions.

What does the term ‘artists’ books’ mean to you?
Smaller scale exhibitions and events in contemporary
book art often take place in independent galleries, most
notable one being “The Library” exhibition, which has
been going on for the last 15 years (http://www.h3.dion.
ne.jp/~artspace/library2006-02.html). In terms of art in
collaboration with poetry, there have been a considerable
number of exhibitions held elsewhere, from fairly major
museums to more independent galleries, with ‘book art’
themes, but not necessarily recognised as ‘book art/
artists’ book’ exhibitions. It also seems that there have
been more Japanese artists’ books shown in New York
than in Japan over recent years.

I do slightly feel incongruous about the term ‘artists’
books’. The term somehow implies that it’s always
artists who make such books or such work. You don’t
necessarily have to be an artist to make such work. But if
people are using this term because anyone and everyone
has their side as an artist, then I understand where
they are coming from. Personally, ‘book art’ is a more
appropriate term, as it suggests that the focus is on its
aspect of creative activity or the subject, rather than who
makes them. But on the other hand, ‘artist’s book’ is
more recognised than ‘book art’, I can also see the point
of using the term.

Are the graphic arts feeding at all into artists’ books now, or is
everything still mostly Manga and graphic novels?

I don’t think books or book works should necessarily be
in categories. But categories are useful to talk about the
aspects and elements of the work - how the work can
be interpreted in different ways, what is explored in the
work. This I believe will help us understand more about
the book art as a subject overall.

Manga is an established genre that’s as major as
literature. Graphic arts are another important factor in
Japanese sense of aesthetics, and also the idea of fine
arts and applied arts exist very close together. Many
graphic designers make books nowadays, but in many
cases they cannot get away from the commercial sense
or the sense of decoration. Whether it’s art or design,
criticism doesn’t really take place (hence no academic

How would you describe an artist’s book? What do you think of the
term artists’ publishing compared to artists’ books?
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circles), which I feel is the reason why there’s no much
development in academic discussions about artists’
books.

I think it will be in both ways. It had been a trend
to publish books as luxury objects as they can be an
experimental ground in terms of production in book
publishing, whether or not these are for commercial
purposes. In some ways they have contributed in
helping make people aware of visual elements of the
book. Sometimes it can be hard to draw a line whether
a book is made just to decorate visually or purely for
visual function according to the content. Technology will
always keep progressing, hence a wider variety of media
or forms will be developed. The important thing is to
question how the physical function/design is associated
with the content and to know which medium is most
suitable, but in order to do that you have to be aware of
what is the intention behind the book.

We have noticed that mobile phone novels are very popular in
Japan now, are you aware of any artists making books using
mobile phone technology?
Again, there are many mangas on mobile phones, which
I imagine you already know about. There are many
artists who work with interactive media, so I would like
to see artists’ books happening on mobile phones. At the
moment there are only screensavers designed by artists/
designers.
An example of manga on mobile:
http://www.nttsolmare.com/comic_cmoa/controller.
php?fwd=preview&tid=1

The novelty of books as luxury objects will soon wear
off as the production costs are not cheap, and besides,
the publishing industry (at least in Japan) is suffering
the hardest time through recession and technological
changes. All in all, people will have to focus on what
is really needed, and hopefully they will be more
experimental in the content and its physical form in
every medium.

In terms of technology, though this might not be
appropriate information (or interesting enough),
Keio University developed this system of viewing
3D pop-up on a 2D picture book:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceTqz7zTEEY

* ‘Portable’ before digital technology meant a hand-held book/
object. It still does, but now this can also refer to mobile phonebased, text or Bluetooth, and e-readers. This we feel is still about a
communication of ideas democratically, and in this sense the work
is probably received freely from the artist.

Going back to the mobile phonebooks, we have recently read that an
American author will be publishing his next book on Twitter, is this
something that has been done in Japan, considering the amount of
books already published on mobile phones? And do you think artists
will be utilising Twitter too?

Does the digital book become not so much a container of ideas
but a means of carrying a message without the constraints of the
container?

There are some Twitter or Tumblr novels also in
Japan, and it’s often a case where these novels are later
published as a book. I have read that one author decided
to publish their novel on Twitter, and have published not
only the text but with accompanying sound recording
or music to it. These authors are either employing the
function of Twitter or others in two ways: a collection of
novels which conclude in 140 characters or each entry
of 140 characters add up to one longer novel. There are
also a few projects where one long novel is completed by
posts from many different authors on Twitter.

Because of the nature of the medium, I think the digital
book gives limits as well as freedom over the content.
For certain contents, digital book could be the best
format, and for others it might not serve the purpose
appropriately. It is true that the digital book can make
the communication more democratic in many ways, but
it certainly cannot replace all the aspects that hand-held
books have. On one hand, the digital book is easy to
distribute, which was originally the purpose of having
a portable medium, and it also saves the physical space.
The technology has a lot of potential and it has its whole
new field to be explored for new possibilities: the effect of
its multipleness on the content, new ways of distribution,
interactiveness... On the other hand, the digital book
doesn’t give the same effect in terms of the physical
presentation of ideas. The technology will certainly
change the structure of communication, and I think this
will enrich our understanding of each medium and gives
much wider variation of the concept of the book.

But at the moment, it seems Twitter is used more as an
experimental ground for literature rather than being
used for an artwork. I haven’t heard or seen any art
work utilising Twitter, although I believe there is a lot of
potential to be found in the medium just equally as other
media.
What do you think the role of the physical artist’s book is in the
21st Century - Does it still function as a democratic portable*
medium or do you think it will become marginalised as a luxury
object?
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A book of THE tree, a book of A tree, Kyoko Tachibana, inkjet-printed on recycled paper, 2003
There are a variety of considerable forms in which the content of a book can be presented. Which form should it be applied is
decided upon the maker/author’s intention as well as how they portray their object. This book is about different relationships of
the maker/author to the object and how they affect their approach of making a book.
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In terms of what you think a book can be, can you tell us more
about the ideas behind your piece ‘A book of THE tree a book of A
tree’, 2003?
This book was made based on my experience and in
response to another book I’d made previously, which was
also about a tree. I was interested in the idea that there
are different degrees of consciousness or intuitiveness in
making a book, which have a great effect on the method
as well as the final outcome.
The previous book was made intuitively: I picked the
subject from what was around me and decided to use
the photographs I’d kept taking occasionally for no
particular purpose. The book was made of pages of
photographs that captured this particular tree in the
communal garden and its surroundings including my
flat, which depicts the distance between the tree and the
private space. But the next book, A book of THE tree a
book of A tree, focused more on the relationship between
the maker/author and the tree as a subject. It was not
about any particular tree, but a universal one. It showed
more of an analytical approach in its visual elements as
diagrams and grids were used to illustrate the differences.
Lastly, the language also played an important role in this
work. As in the title, indefinite particle A and definite
article THE were used to describe the specificity and the
universality, and in fact, these particles don’t exist in my
native Japanese.
I believe that making books is, after all, a conscious
process whether or not you intend to do so. A book can
be anything, but as the technology progresses and brings
more options for expression and communication, it’s
important to be aware of the medium and the content in
it. Thus, I hope there will be more places to discuss these
issues whatever your association to the book is.

Kyoko Tachibana
www.sohonstudio.net
info@sohonstudio.net
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